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Angular distribution of a pulse of low-energy phonons in liquid 4He

Ruslan V. Vovk, Charles D. H. Williams, and Adrian F. G. Wyatt
School of Physics, University of Exeter, Exeter EX4 4QL, United Kingdom

~Received 2 April 2003; published 6 October 2003!

We have made time-resolved measurements of the angular distribution of low-energy phonons~l-phonons!
that are created by a heater in liquid helium, at several powers and pulse lengths, in order to investigate the
temporal and spatial development of suchl-phonon pulses. The angular distributions show a mesa shape with
a flat top in the direction normal to the heater. The width of the flat top increases with power and pulse length.
We argue that the flat top is due to the creation of high-energy phonons~h-phonons!. These are created until the
temperature of the central region of thel-phonon sheet reaches 0.7 K, when the creation ofh-phonons
essentially stops. Outside the flat top, the angular distribution is due to the lateral spreading of thel-phonon
sheet. A model for this is described in the preceding paper@I.N. Adamenko, K. E. Nemchenko, V.A. Slipko, and
A.F.G. Wyatt, preceding paper, Phys. Rev. B68, 134507~2003!# which gives a framework for considering
these measurements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It has became apparent, in the past few years, tha
propagating pulse of phonons injected into liquid4He is an
extremely anisotropic phonon system.1–5 This is because the
phonon-phonon interactions are extremely angu
dependent.6,7 The interaction between low-energy phono
~l-phonons! is predominantly through the three-phonon pr
cess~3pp!,8–10 which involves angles between phonons
'8° for phonons at a temperature;1 K.5 This means that
if phonons are created in a narrow range of angles then
interactions between them do not tend to broaden the ang
range very quickly. Indeed, a measurement of the ang
width of those low-energy phonons, after a distance of 1
mm, has found a distribution with half-width at hal
maximum (hwhm)510.5°.2 Besides the rapid 3pp scatterin
there is a much slower 4pp interaction.11–13The primary ef-
fect of this is to scatterl-phonons to energiesEp.10 K
where they are relatively very stable. These high ene
phonons~h-phonons! cannot spontaneously decay, in co
trast to the ones withEp,10 K. So if the liquid helium
temperature is low enough, theh-phonons can propagate in
ballistic pulse through the helium. These phonons have b
detected,14,1–3 and their production analyzed.4,5 One of the
striking characteristics of theh-phonon pulse is that it has a
even narrower cone angle than thel-phonons. The hwhm can
be as small as 3.5°.2

It is interesting to consider how al-phonon pulse develop
spatially as it propagates. The injected pulse dimensions
governed by the heater (131 mm2) and the pulse length
~typically tp550 ns) so thel-phonons are in thin sheet,ctp
thick, typically 1022 mm. After 17 mm, an angular half
width of 10.5° is equivalent to a lateral half-width of 3
mm. The possibility that thel-phonons simply expand geo
metrically at the measured cone angle has been analyzed15 It
turns out that this expansion leads to rapid cooling of
l-phonons. This happens because the energy density o
l-phonons is proportional to the area of the phonon shee
there is essentially no time dispersion in the direction
propagation, and the pulse temperatureT is proportional to
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E1/4. As the production rate ofh-phonons strongly decrease
with decreasing temperature, geometric expansion resul
the h-phonons only being created near the heater. This
contrary to observation3 which means that thel-phonon ex-
pansion is not geometric.

In order to investigate thisl-phonon propagation furthe
we have made new measurements of the angular distribu
of l-phonons at several powers and pulse lengths. In para
a theoretical model of thel-phonon pulse has bee
developed.16 We describe the experiment in Sec. II, prese
the results in Sec. II, and discuss them in Sec. IV. In Sec
we give our conclusions.

II. THE EXPERIMENT

The experiment in essence is simply a thin-film heaterH1
that can rotate about an axis that lies in its plane and thro
its center. A distance from it, in this case 16.7 mm, is
bolometer B4 which detects the phonon pulses. This
shown schematically in Fig. 1. We actually had three bolo
eters positioned so we could check that the normal to

FIG. 1. Schematic drawings of the experimental arrangem
The heaterH1 is rotated by a stepping motor through a set of pul
wheels, not shown. The center bolometerB4 is used for all the data
in the figures except Fig. 2. The separation of the heaterH1 and the
center bolometerB4 is 16.7 mm. The heatersH2 andH3 on the
arms and the fixed bolometersB1 andB2 are used to measure th
rotation angleu.
©2003 The American Physical Society08-1
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heater swept in an arc that passes through the central bo
eterB4. This is an important detail as otherwise some str
ture of the pulse, along the normal direction, could
missed.

The heater is rotated by a stepping motor through a se
pulley drives to gear down the angular step size. The mo
has a step size of 18° and the corresponding heater plat
step is 1°. The angle of the heater is measured with sepa
heaters on extended arms which send phonon pulses to
bolometers. The distance between these heaters and bo
eters is found by time of flight and so the rotation angle c
be calculated. The angular resolution is 0.2° with a poss
systematic uncertainty of about 2°. However, we can use
h-phonon distribution, which is much more sharply peak
than thel-phonons~compare Figs. 2 and 3!, to determine the
zero-angle position.

The bolometers are superconducting zinc films, scratc
into a serpentine track covering 1 mm2. The zinc transition
temperature is lowered with a steady magnetic field app

FIG. 2. The peaks of the high-energy phonon signals, from
three bolometersB3 , B4, andB5 vs heater angle are shown. Th
symmetrical distribution of the three plots shows that the norma
the heater sweeps through the center bolometerB4.

FIG. 3. The low-energy phonon signal, integrated over time,
heater angle for a range of heater powers is shown. The flat to
the distributions is clearly apparent and increases with power.
pulse length is 50 ns and the lines are guides for the eye.
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perpendicular to the plane of the films. The bolometer w
held at a constant temperature by a fast electro
circuit.17–19The cell is filled with isotopically pure4He ~Ref.
20! and is cooled by a helium dilution refrigerator. The da
are taken at temperatures,60 mK where it is temperature
independent. The data are recorded with a Tektro
DSA601A signal averager.

III. RESULTS

To check the alignment of the heater normal and the c
ter bolometer, the peak of theh-phonon signals from the
three bolometers was measured as a function of angle,
Fig. 2. The angular separation of the peaks correspond
the offset positions of the bolometers. We see that the cen
bolometer gave a larger signal than the other two. This s
difference is due to the bolometers being offset by63° in
the direction perpendicular to the rotation plane. The dis
sition and size of the peaks in Fig. 2 indicate that the cen
bolometer lies in the rotation plane of the heater normal.

The phonon pulses are measured at various heater po
and pulse lengths. The detected signals show both the l-
h-phonons, however, in this paper we mainly restrict o
discussion to thel-phonons so we can consider them in t
light of the preceding paper.16 In Fig. 3 we show time-
integratedl-phonon signals from the central bolometerB4 for
a heater pulse length of 50 ns as a function of angle
several powers. The significant feature of this data is
clear mesa shape of the angular distribution. We see tha
angular width of the flat top increases with pulse power,
slower than linearly. Due to the finite size of the bolomet
whose full width subtends an angle 3.4° at the heater,
actual full widths of the flat tops are broader than the m
sured ones, by this amount. With this correction, the area
the flat top increases approximately as the square root of
heater power.

We believe that the mesa shape is due to the creatio
h-phonons in the hot central region of thel-phonon sheet.
The creation ofh-phonons takes energy from thel-phonons
in this region and so reduces their contribution to the sign
The creation ofh-phonons continues to extract energy un
the l-phonon temperature drops to'0.7 K where the cre-
ation rate is very low. So we see that the flat top is due to
central region of the sheet having the same temperatur
'0.7 K, and is a result of the initial hot central region of th
l-phonon sheet, which is predicted in the preceding pape16

However, it is not the same flat top shown there as the
culated shape ignoresh-phonon creation. If the flat top of the
mesa is at 0.7 K then the sides of the mesa must be at
perature,0.7 K because the bolometer responds to the
ergy density in the sheet. This lower temperature is due
the in-plane expansion of thel-phonon sheet. These oute
regions have never been as hot as the central region o
sheet, and they have produced a smaller number
h-phonons and at distances nearer to the heater.

The picture, outlined above, suggests that the sum of
energies in thel- and h-phonons would not have the mes
shaped angular dependence, but would show a sim
rounded peak without any truncation. However we do n
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expect this total energy to exactly reproduce thel-phonon
behavior, when noh-phonons are created, for two reason
First, removing energy from thel-phonon sheet affects th
subsequent lateral expansion. Second, theh-phonons once
created are only weakly interacting and so only expand
to their ballistic propagation directions which have a sm
angular range.

The sum ofl- andh-phonon energies cannot be found
simply integrating the measured signal over time because
responsivity of the bolometer depends on the energy of
phonons. The modal energy of thel-phonons ise l;2kBT
whereT is their temperature. By the time thel-phonons reach
the bolometer, their temperature has dropped toT'0.7 K, so
e l'1.4 K. The h-phonons have energyeh.510 K. Now
the sensitivity of the bolometer depends on the probab
that a phonon in the helium can transmit into the solid zi
This has been found to be proportional to the energy of
phonon up to an energy of 5 K and constant thereafter.21 So
the ratio of the responsivities tol- andh-phonons is 1.4–5.

We have integrated thel- andh-phonon signals separate
and multiplied theh-phonon integral by 1.4/550.28 before
adding them to thel-phonon integral. The result is shown
Fig. 4 as a function of angle. We see that the peak is n
rounded and narrow. For heater pulses of 6.3 mW and 5
the h-phonons are contributing, at the peak, about 2.5 tim
that of thel-phonons , but at 11° from the peak, the cont
butions are about equal. This is because theh-phonons are
confined to narrower cone angles than thel-phonons.

We also see in Fig. 4 that, as the power is reduced,
angular dependence tends to a limiting shape. At high p
ers, when theh-phonon density is high, we expect th
h-phonons to interact and scatter into low-energy phonons
the 4pp processh11h25h31 l 4. The low-energy phonons
created in this process will rapidly decay by 3pp. They w

FIG. 4. The sum of the low- and high-energy phonon signa
scaled to account for the bolometer responsivities~see text! and
integrated over time, are shown against heater angle for se
powers. The pulse length is 50 ns and the lines are guides fo
eye. Compared with Fig. 3, these curves have a narrow and rou
peak which is consistent with the truncation of the low-energy p
non angular distribution being due to the loss of high-ene
phonons.
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arrive within theh-phonon pulse and, in general, will have
broader angular distribution. Their contribution is under re
resented because of the reduced responsivity of the bo
eter to these low-energy phonons. The measured energy
therefore appear smaller at small angles where theh-phonons
are created. This will cause the angular distribution to app
wider at higher powers as the signal is depressed in the
tral regions.

In Fig. 5 we show the angular dependence at differ
pulse lengths for a constant heater power of 6.25 mW.
plot the integratedl-phonon signal divided by the puls
length. Atu50, this quantity is nearly independent of puls
length up totp5300 ns, see Fig. 6. Nevertheless the plate
in Fig. 5, for 50-ns data, is slightly higher than for oth
pulse lengths. We would expect the integrated signal to
proportional to pulse length if the region at the center of
l-phonon pulse cools to the same temperature of 0.7 K i
spective of the pulse length, as then the signal is just prop
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FIG. 5. The low-energy phonon signal, integrated over time a
divided by the pulse length, vs heater angle for several pulse len
is shown. The heater power is 6.3 mW. The lines are guides for
eye. It can be seen that the flat top increases with pulse length
saturates at long pulse lengths.

FIG. 6. The low-energy phonon signal at the angular peak,
tegrated over time, is shown as a function of pulse length. T
heater power is 6.3 mW. Slightly higher signal for 50 ns in Fig. 5
not visible on this scale.
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tional to the thickness of thel-phonon sheet. The mesa sha
is again apparent and the width of the flat top increases w
pulse length, but saturates at'300 ns. This indicates tha
pulse cools as a whole and the increased pulse thick
means that there is more energy at larger angles to cr
h-phonons before it cools to the temperature of'0.7 K,
where no moreh-phonons are created. The saturation of
width of the flat top, with pulse length, is probably due to t
pulse becoming so long thath-phonons stay mainly within
the l-phonon pulse.

In Fig. 7 we show the integratedl-phonon signal as a
function of power at different pulse lengths atu50. We see
that at low power the energy in thel-phonons increases lin
early with pulse length. Also, this energy increases w
heater power but more slowly at higher powers and lon
pulse lengths. We believe this is mainly due to an increa
in the occupied solid-angle in momentum space. At hig
powers, a larger fraction of thel-phonon energy is lost to th
creation ofh-phonons than at lower powers.

IV. DISCUSSION

The angular distributions of thel-phonons show a uniqu
and remarkable shape. They have a flat top over a rang
angles about zero and outside this region thel-phonon signal
falls smoothly. The overall shape is reminiscent of a me
As the bolometer is responsive to the energy density in
sheet ofl-phonons, this shows that the energy density, a
hence the temperature of the sheet, is constant over the
tral region. We attribute this singular behavior to the creat
of h-phonons.

The h-phonons are most rapidly created in the hottest
gion of the l-phonon sheet; the creation varies
;exp(2e/T) wheree53 K andT is the local temperature o
the l-phonon sheet.7 As they are created, the temperature
the l-phonon sheet drops until it reaches;0.7 K when the
creation ofh-phonons essentially stops. This produces a c
tral region of thel-phonon sheet at a uniform temperature
;0.7 K, at relatively large distances from the heater. Af

FIG. 7. The low-energy phonon signal, integrated over time
shown as a function of power at different pulse lengths. It can
seen that the low-energy phonons increase relatively more slo
with power at longer pulse lengths. The lines are guides for the
13450
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the temperature has reached;0.7 K it will then fall more
slowly due to the in-plane expansion of thel-phonon sheet.
The region of the sheet, outside this central area, is co
than the central area at all distances and it cools ma
through in-plane expansion. This is because at the lower t
perature, theh-phonon production is much reduced. As th
power in the pulse increases, thel-phonon pulse is hotte
over a wider angular range and soh-phonons are create
over a wider angular range. This makes the flat top, in
measured angular distribution, wider.

It is apparent in Figs. 2, 3, 4, and 5 that there is an asy
metry in the data aboutu50°. This must be due to the
heater as nothing else can break the symmetry. The temp
ture of the 1 mm2 gold film heater is determined by th
resistivity, which may be a function of position, and its ge
metrical shape. It appears from the asymmetry that the
rent density, and hence the temperature, is not uniform.
asymmetry of the phonon distribution is a clear indicati
that thel-phonons in the sheet are strongly interacting wh
their momenta are in a cone of angleu3pp at each point, but
between points in the plane of the sheet, the coupling
relatively weak. This means that the temperature of
l-phonons can vary across the sheet at all sensible prop
tion distances.

If we consider a contrary scenario—that thel-phonons are
not interacting and so travel ballistically from the heater
the bolometer, then a temperature variation over a dista
say, 0.5 mm at the heater would give overlapping phon
angular distributions at the bolometer, separated by the s
lateral distance 0.5 mm. This would give a negligible asy
metry in the combined angular distributions. So the detec
asymmetry, although unintentional, is actually good evide
for the strongly interacting model in the preceding paper.16

We are unable at present to measure the angular distr
tion of l-phonon pulses at such a low temperature~,0.7 K!
that essentially noh-phonons are created. The signals ju
disappear into the noise, especially at larger angles where
signals are smaller. This means that our results are no
rectly comparable with the model.16 However, our results are
consistent with a laterally developingl-phonon pulse as de
scribed by the model, together with the production
h-phonons. The model of al-phonon sheet with a hot centra
region is one reason why theh-phonons are detected over
narrower angle than thel-phonons ash-phonon creation is
faster at higher temperatures. Also the model result—that
hot central region persists for large distances from the hea
albeit with some cooling after;5 mm—explains why
h-phonons are created over most of thel-phonon propagation
path.

Further development of the model and measuremen
the angular distribution at different distances are required
a detailed comparison between the two.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented measurements of the angular dist
tion of l-phonons that are created by a heater, at sev
powers and pulse lengths. The angular distributions are
markable; they show a mesa shape, and the width of the
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ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF A PULSE OF LOW- . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 68, 134508 ~2003!
top increases with power and pulse length. The flat top of
distribution is due to the creation of high-energy phono
which leaves the central region of thel-phonon sheet at the
same temperature;0.7 K. At the lowest power and shorte
pulse length the creation ofh-phonons is relatively small bu
not negligible. Under these conditions, the flat top is j
resolvable. The width of the flat top saturates at a pu
length;300 ns where it is in the long pulse regime. How
ever, the width of the flat top goes on increasing with pow
in the range that we have explored.

We have shown that the total energy of thel- and
h-phonons does not have a mesa-shaped distribution bu
a narrow and rounded peak. This confirms that the miss
energy in the l-phonon sheet has been converted in
h-phonons. We noted that the angular distribution of
r,

o,

w

w

d
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l-phonons will develop differently if energy is lost from it t
h-phonons, so the angular distribution of the sum of thel-
and h-phonon energies cannot be directly compared to
model in the preceding paper.16 Nonetheless the measure
ments are consistent with this model which gives a fram
work for analyzing the temporal and spatial development
phonon pulses in liquid helium.
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